Graphical network characteristics and nonstationary functional connectivity features, both derived from resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) data, have been associated with cognitive performance in healthy subjects. How these features jointly relate to cognition in diseased states has not been investigated. In this study, 46 relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis subjects underwent rsfMRI scans and a focused cognitive battery. With a sliding window approach, we examined six dynamic network features that indicated how connectivity changed over time as well as six measures derived from graph theory to reflect static network characteristics. Multiset canonical correlation analysis (MCCA) was then carried out to investigate the relations between dynamic network features, stationary network characteristics, cognitive testing, demographic, disease severity, and mood. Multiple sclerosis (MS) subjects demonstrated weaker connectivity strength, decreased network density, reduced global changes, but increased changes in interhemispheric connectivity compared to controls. The MCCA model determined that executive functions and processing speed ability measured by Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale IV (WAIS-IV) Working Memory Index, WAIS-IV Processing Speed Index, and the Verbal Fluency Test were positively correlated with education, dynamic connectivity, and static connectivity strength; while poor task switching was correlated with disease severity, psychiatric comorbidities such as depression, anxiety, and fatigue, and static network density. Taken together, our results suggest that better executive functioning in MS requires maintenance of a continued coordination between stationary and dynamic functional connectivity as well as the support of education, and dynamic functional connectivity may provide an additional cognitive biomarker of disease severity in the MS population.
(possibly overlapping) windows ultimately moved over the entire data.
Nevertheless, there are potential pitfalls with such an approach (Hindriks et al., 2016; Hutchison, Womelsdorf, Gati, Everling, & Menon, 2013) ; if the window is too long, then important dynamic changes may be missed. If the window is too short, the connectivity estimates may be unstable as too few samples are available for the statistical inferences. A window length (WL) of 30-60 s for fMRI data has been heuristically suggested (Leonardi & Van De Ville, 2015; Zalesky & Breakspear, 2015) . The time-varying approach can capture the temporal variability of functional connectivity, but the spatial network characteristics cannot be estimated with this method. A graph theoretical approach appears to be a powerful technique to obtain topological information of networks, which quantifies information flow in stationary functional connectivity globally and locally.
Graph theoretical analysis summarizes network characteristics and can represent how efficiently the networks propagate information globally and locally (Sporns, 2013) . Global efficiency, a measure of integration, has been related to working memory and verbal comprehension; while modularity, a measure of segregation, correlates with motor task performance (Cohen & D'Esposito, 2016; Pamplona, Santos Neto, Rosset, Rogers, & Salmon, 2015) . Hub structures are related to higher-order cognitive functions such as executive function (Reineberg & Banich, 2016) . With graphical metrics, the brain can be divided into modules, with each module related to an individual cognitive component (Bertolero, Yeo, & D'Esposito, 2015) . These "cognitive brain modules" are linked by hub structures and the hubs with higher connectivity engage more cognitive modules. Alterations in graphic theoretical measures of the computed brain stationary connectivity networks have been associated with a variety of cognitive abilities and disease populations. Altered hub structure has been demonstrated in people with Parkinson's disease with attention/executive deficits, with hub nodes having reduced importance (Baggio et al., 2014) . Global network measures cannot significantly distinguish depressed subjects from healthy controls; however, with a support vector machine approach, individuals have been accurately classified with network measures (Lord, Horn, Breakspear, & Walter, 2012) , suggesting that a combination of machine learning methods and connectivity features is beneficial to assist diagnosis.
Dynamic functional connectivity, as also referred to network dynamics and assessed by time-varying approaches, appears to be particularly pertinent to several cognitive processes including memory, language, attention, and executive functions (Braun et al., 2015; Bressler & Scott Kelso, 2001; Kucyi, Hove, Esterman, Hutchison, & Valera, 2016; Mattar, Cole, Thompson-Schill, & Bassett, 2015; McIntosh, Kovacevic, & Itier, 2008; Shafto & Tyler, 2014; Thompson et al., 2013) . Increased dynamical variability in the electroencephalogram was found to be correlated with better performance (i.e., shorter reaction time and higher accuracy) in a memory task, emphasizing the importance of brain complexity in cognitive development (McIntosh et al., 2008) . There are associations between dynamic changes in frontoparietal/frontotemporal networks and neuropsychological measures, showing that the flexibility of neuronal activity in the frontal regions is cognitively beneficial for working memory performance and executive functioning (Braun et al., 2015) . This has led to a proposed "functional cartography" of the cognitive system, based on the estimated amount of integration and recruitment of brain regions during different cognitive processes (Mattar et al., 2015) . Network dynamics may also be important for language function in an aging population (Shafto & Tyler, 2014) . Measures of dynamic functional connectivity have been recently applied to understand how the human brain is affected by diseases such as Parkinson's disease, Schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, and major depression Kaiser et al., 2015; Madhyastha, Askren, Boord, & Grabowski, 2014; Sakoglu et al., 2010; Wee, Yang, Yap, & Shen, 2015) .
A sliding window approach combined with k-means clustering, demonstrated that patients with schizophrenia have shorter "dwell time" in metastable states , implying an unstable connectivity pattern. In schizophrenia, decreased connectivity between subcortical regions and sensory networks were only observed in dynamic networks, suggesting that static connectivity was less sensitive to functional abnormalities. Research in major depression has revealed decreased dynamic resting state connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex and parahippocampus, and increased dynamic connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Kaiser et al., 2015) . These distinct patterns could be the results of positive and negative correlations in activity across sliding windows, which would not have been captured in static functional connectivity analysis alone.
In Parkinson's disease, altered dynamic functional connectivity is related to attention (Madhyastha et al., 2014 ). Alzheimer's disease patients with mild cognitive impairment exhibit altered graphical measures such as decreased small-world coefficients and smaller clustering coefficients in some temporal networks (Wee et al., 2015) , indicating a failure to maintain a small-world brain connectivity compared to healthy subjects.
Multiple sclerosis (MS), a neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative disease with demyelination in the central nervous system (Gelfand, 2014) , often results in physical disabilities and cognitive impairments in information processing speed, attention, memory, and executive function domains (Wallin, Wilken, & Kane, 2006) . Impaired functional integration in terms of lower mean network degree, global efficiency, and hierarchy has been reported (Rocca et al., 2016) .
Decreased importance in sensorimotor and ventral stream regions is related to higher disease severity and poor cognition in MS, respectively (Schoonheim et al., 2013) . Studies that focused on stationary graphical measures have provided essential knowledge that is distinct from dynamic functional connectivity. Therefore, we hypothesize that both dynamic and stationary connectivity will be crucial to underline the physiology of cognitive functioning and pathology in neurological/ psychiatric disorders.
In this study, the overarching purpose was to study how dynamic and static functional connectivity related to cognitive performance in MS. We applied a sliding window approach and graph theory analysis to assess dynamic functional connectivity and stationary network characteristics in MS, aiming to investigate the utility of these measures. In addition, a machine learning method, multiset canonical correlation analysis (MCCA), was applied to explore the associations between dynamic and stationary functional connectivity features, and behavioral data in order to explore models that may be beneficial for treatment development. Since previous neuroimaging studies have shown that both dynamic functional connectivity and graphical measures are beneficial to strengthen understanding of complex cognitive processes, we hypothesize that MS subjects who show cognitive dysfunction would also demonstrate abnormal dynamic functional connectivity and stationary functional connectivity. Furthermore, given that human cognition is complex and operates as a network phenomenon (Petersen & Sporns, 2015) , we also hypothesize that cognitive functions in MS will be jointly affected by dynamic and stationary connectivity networks as well as disease severity. 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Participants
| Neuropsychological and clinical assessments
All patients underwent a test battery which included Digit Span, Arithmetic, Letter-Number Sequencing, Symbol Search, and Coding subtests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale IV (WAIS-IV), the Verbal Let- Table 2 ). The neuropsychological battery aimed to evaluate executive skills including mental flexibility, concept formation, attentional switching, spontaneous generation of verbal information, and working memory as well as processing speed abilities including attention and visual scanning. The subject's disability severity was rated by the Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) (Kurtzke, 1983) as scored by a neurologist at the time of recruitment.
| Image acquisition and processing
All subjects underwent imaging studies at the UBC MRI Research
Centre with a Philips Achieva 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner. Resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI) data were acquired using an eiht channel head coil and an echo-planar imaging sequence with the following parameters: 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 resolution, 36 slices, 2,000 ms TR, 30 ms TE, 90 flip angle, and 240 volumes/dynamics. Three-dimensional (3D) T1
weighted images were acquired with 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 resolution, 60 slices, 28 ms TR, 4 ms TE and 27 flip angle.
Image preprocessing steps were performed in each subject's native space with the functions of slice timing and motion correction from Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 (SPM8, University College London, London, UK) for correcting temporal and spatial differences.
For registration, the FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool from the FMRIB Software Library 6.0 (FSL; FMRIB, Oxford, UK) was used and a brain mask was applied to remove nonbrain areas before registration.
Cortical parcellation was done on the T1-weighted images in Freesurfer version 4.5.0 (Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA) and 36 cognition-associated regions-of-interest (ROIs) were selected (Table 3 ). These ROIs have been commonly reported in the neuropsychological literature and frequently used to investigate the relations between cognition and resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC).
Finally, the average fMRI time courses among voxels within individual
ROIs were extracted using self-programmed scripts in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Massachusetts, USA) and the data were detrended before connectivity analyses. 
| Connectivity analyses
A sliding window approach (with a WL of 20 time points) and the inverse covariance matrix of the ROI time courses was used to estimate connectivity with in-house programmed scripts in MATLAB.
Such a sliding window and inverse covariance matrix approach has been applied to capture dynamic functional connectivity and accurately estimate direct connections between brain regions in fMRI (Hutchison, Womelsdorf, Allen, et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013) . Since the TR was 2 s, the WL was 40 s, consistent with previous recommendations (Zalesky & Breakspear, 2015) . The window was shifted one time point at a time, resulting in 221 windowed inverse covariance matrices in total for each subject. Afterward, six network features were acquired based on the learned dynamic functional connectivity. In short, DEN and NP measured how dense and strong the overall connectivity was, while NV and flexibility measures calculated global and specific network dynamics, respectively. All the connectivity values in every measure (except DEN, as DEN focused on quality rather than quantity) were squared first, summed and then the square root of the sum was taken. All values (the square root of the sum) across windows were summed and then divided by the total number of windows. Therefore we did not take into account the effects of positive and negative correlation between two ROIs in our analyses.
Instead, we considered how connectivity strength changed. Although these network features were all calculated based on learned dynamic connectivity matrices (i.e., the connectivity matrices derived from applied methods), we considered DEN and NP as stationary network features as they did not calculate the differences between two matrices. Rather, they represented the average values across the scanning time. Figure 1 demonstrates these network features in a graph fashion. Table 4 describes the mathematical definitions of each measure.
Graph theoretical values were also calculated as the network features for stationary connectivity. Partial correlation was conducted and the matrices were then proportionally thresholded (with the density of 15%) before binarization, which ensured equal density of connectivity across subjects. Global efficiency, transitivity, modularity, assortativity, characteristic path length, and rich club coefficient (at Level 6, which was the highest degree that did not give a not-anumber across subjects due to matrix sparsity) were computed to summarize network characteristics with the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010) . Global efficiency calculated the average inverse shortest path length in the network, which is an index of integration. Transitivity computed the ratio of triangles to triplets in the network as a measure of segregation. Modularity also measured segregation and it quantified the degree to which the network may be subdivided into different groups/systems. Assortativity estimated the correlation coefficient between the degrees of all nodes on two opposite ends of a link; in other words, this was the tendency that nodes linked to other similar nodes. Characteristic path length was the average shortest path length in the network as well as a measure of integration. In this study, rich club coefficient assessed the fraction of edges that connected nodes of degree 6 or higher out of the maximum number of edges that such nodes might share.
The two-sample t test was conducted to explore whether NC and MS demonstrated different dynamic and stationary network characteristics in 18 MS and 15 NC subjects.
| Brain-behavior analyses
We utilized MCCA-a machine learning method-to explore the associations between modalities/data sets (Kettenring, 1971) . MCCA seeks the linear combinations of data sets that maximize the correlations between data sets (Kettenring, 1971 
| Results
Abbreviations: DEN = density; NP = network power; NV = network variation; FOCcs = flexibility of interhemispheric connections; FOCcns = flexibility of cross-hemispheric connections; FOCw = flexibility of intrahemispheric connections; ROI = regions-of-interest. Note. (M ij (t) is the i-by-j connectivity matrix containing every element at time t, M ij-nnz (t) contains all the nonzero connectivity values in the matrix M ij (t), totcon is the total possible connections in the matrix, which is the number of ROI times the same number, M ij (t-1) is the i-by-j connectivity matrix containing every element at time t-1, Mh ij represents all homologous connections in matrix M ij , Mn ij represents all interhemispheric connections except homologous elements in matrix M ij , Mw ij represents all intrahemispheric connections in matrix M ij , and L represents the total number of windowed correlation matrices). Table 4 ). M ij (t) is the i-by-j inverse covariance matrix containing every element at time t, M ij (t-1) is the i-by-j inverse covariance matrix containing every element at time t-1. Affective variables mainly had strong relations to demographics, but they also showed mild associations to cognition. Better executive functions on cognitive testing were related to higher dynamics, stronger stationary connectivity, and higher education; while worse mental flexibility measured by TMT B test are expressed with the associations of denser static connectivity, higher disease severity, and disease comorbidity (i.e., depression, anxiety, and fatigue).
We also computed MCCA loadings with different scores (i.e., switch raw scores to standardized scores and vice versa). The results did not change. 
| Connectivity alterations indicate compensation/adaptation
We evaluated changes in both dynamic and stationary rsFC and how these network features were related to cognitive test scores, measures of emotional self-report inventories and disease severity from patients with MS. Although graphical measures on the stationary connectivity maps did not distinguish MS and NC, average connectivity strength (i.e., NP) and density were both reduced in MS. Our results demonstrate that MS subjects had overall reduced dynamic functional connectivity. Interestingly, interhemispheric connectivity was more variable compared to NC, possibly to compensate for overall decreased global connectivity.
Results from previous fMRI studies showing patterns of activation that differ from NC have inferred compensatory effects in MS. Inferring compensatory changes in disease states can be difficult as some alterations may relate nonlinearly to disease severity (Schoonheim, Geurts, & Barkhof, 2010) : compensatory changes may become apparent in early disease stages but ultimately get overwhelmed with disease progression. Nevertheless, in task-based stud-
ies, MS patients demonstrate expanded neural activation with memory and attention tasks (Amann et al., 2011; Forn et al., 2007; Rocca et al., 2009; Staffen et al., 2002) , which indicates that more brain areas are involved in such tasks in order to maintain the functions. In rsfMRI, MS subjects have stronger functional connectivity including higher connectivity strength and expanded activation maps than healthy subjects (Dogonowski et al., 2012; Hawellek, Hipp, Lewis, Corbetta, & Engel, 2011; He et al., 2009 ). In addition, a multimodal study concluded that stronger functional connectivity in MS over long time-scales could be a result of rigid connectivity patterns (i.e., brain regions losing flexibility in their functional interactions) as these patterns are associated with worsening cognition (Hawellek et al., 2011) . Another study, which specifically investigated dynamic connectivity with a sliding window approach and principal component analysis, found that MS subjects had reduced dynamic connectivity strength (Leonardi et al., 2013) . Network communicability, a graphical metric that quantifies the efficiency of information flow, has been shown to be increased in the regions that communicate through the corpus callosum in a structural study, which was interpreted as compensation (Li et al., 2013) . However, a longitudinal rsfMRI study argued against the existence of compensation as after reaching a maximum level of connectivity enhancement, as network efficiency decreased with disease progression (Faivre et al., 2016) .
The altered network features that reflect compensation and adaptation in our cohort are partially in agreement with previous studies that have concluded that there is loss in dynamic coordination and flexibility of connectivity among some brain regions in MS (Hawellek et al., 2011; Leonardi et al., 2013) . The interhemispheric connections, therefore, become more fluctuated overtime to compensate for global disruption as these connections still possess neuronal resources at early stages.
3.2 | Relations between dynamic, stationary functional connectivity, education, and cognition
We found two major patterns of the associations between rsFC and behavioral data with the MCCA approach. Better working memory, processing speed, and verbal fluency abilities were associated with higher education, stronger stationary rsFC as well as higher network
variability. The other pattern demonstrated that poor switching ability was associated with higher depression, state and trait anxiety, fatigue, higher disease severity, longer disease duration, and denser but perhaps more rigid rsFC (as density was anti-correlated with all dynamic features).
Previous research has proposed that more variability in functional connectivity is related to better cognitive performance (Kucyi et al., 2016; Mattar et al., 2015; McIntosh et al., 2008) . In our results, we also observed positive correlations between variable network features and cognitive performances. These cognitive performances not only required attention but also a variety of executive skills such as working memory (to temporary hold and manipulate information to formulate an answer), processing speed abilities (to perform focused attention, visual scanning, and discriminating visual details under timed conditions), and fluency (to spontaneously generate information according to rules and retrieve information from memory) (Kreutzer, DeLuca, & Caplan, 2011) , which were all higher-order cognitive functions and required more neuronal resources (Miller & Wallis, 2009 ).
We found higher education and stronger static connectivity strength were also associated with better higher-order cognitive functions, in keeping with prior results (Alosaimi et al., 2017) and "cognitive reserve theory" which suggests that education may provide neuroprotection effects and enhance plasticity and flexibility in a variety of neural circuits imparting protection in neurodegenerative disease (Stern, 2002; Vance, Roberson, McGunness, & Fazeli, 2010) . Prior studies relating functional connectivity with cognition have been variable; stronger (Smith, 2015) , or weaker but more efficient connections (Santarnecchi, Galli, Polizzotto, Rossi, & Rossi, 2014) have both been proposed for supporting cognitive functions. We suggest, that, the balance between dynamic and stationary connectivity and coordination of information flow might be the key factor to facilitate cognition.
| Disease effects on cognition and comorbidity in MS
The MCCA model also suggested a relation between disease severity, comorbidity, and worsening executive functions. Depression and anxiety are frequent comorbidities in MS and are often associated with more severe physical disability and disease progression, and poorer quality of life (Marrie, 2016) . Although comorbidities in MS have been extensively studied in the clinical literature (e.g., (Alosaimi et al., 2017; Marrie, 2017; Rahn, Slusher, & Kaplin, 2012) ), the relations between disease severity, comorbidity, cognition, and rsFC have not been previously investigated. We found affective variables were highly correlated with demographics as shown in Figure 3 . Within this association, higher disease severity, reflected by higher EDSS and longer disease duration, was related to higher depression, state and transit anxiety, and fatigue. Worse TMTB performance (higher scores) was correlated with above-mentioned associations and higher network density, which might be more rigid as DEN was anti-correlated with all dynamic features. TMTB performance required a great deal of executive components especially task switching abilities and mental speed; therefore, this MCCA pattern indicated a co-existence of disease severity, comorbidity, reduced shifting abilities, mental speed, and denser but rigid static rsFC in MS.
Recent studies have investigated the relations between cognitive decline and psychiatric comorbidity in neurological diseases and three theories have been proposed, whereby: (a) comorbidity is independent of cognitive decline, (b) cognitive dysfunction is qualitatively influenced by comorbidity, and (c) comorbidity manifests the existing cognitive impairments in neurological diseases (i.e., cognition is quantitatively affected) (Barone & Santangelo, 2010; Karadayi, Arisoy, Altunrende, Boztas, & Sercan, 2014; Mavandadi et al., 2009) . We found that disease severity exhibited the strongest association with depression, anxiety, and fatigue; while it demonstrated the second strongest correlation to cognitive scores. In addition, the correlation between affect and cognition was relatively mild. Affective status might have relatively weaker interactions with rsFC but indirectly impact higher order cognitive functions in early stage MS. Therefore, our results are most supportive of the theory that comorbidity does not directly impact cognition, but rather, it exacerbates existing cognitive problems in MS.
| Limitations and future work
There are several limitations to our study. All MS subjects were relapsing remitting in the study. Therefore, the results might not be representative enough to the whole MS population, but the connectivity profile related to cognition in the RRMS disease stage was suggested.
In order to compare rsFC features between MS and NC, we selected a subset of MS subjects who were age-matched with NC, resulting in a smaller sample size. As the original study design focused on the cognitive impairments commonly seen in the clinic, the selected ROIs covered the areas that have been identified in the traditional neuropsychological literature. However, with a greater recognition that complex cognition is a network phenomenon, complete whole brain coverage should be included in the future research. The issue of WL and the ways to report connectivity changes might be confounding factors while investigating dynamic functional connectivity. In this study, we used suggested WL parameters and selected six network features to summarize connectivity differences, which might not capture all the potential connectivity changes. Recently other approaches have been proposed to unbiasedly study network dynamics such as the Sticky Weighted Regression Model (Liu et al., 2015) and Dynamic Conditional Correlations (Lindquist et al., 2014) . Furthermore, other methods have been applied to report meaningful connectivity patterns other than selecting certain features (Leonardi et al., 2013) .
These methods should also be tested with clinical data in the future.
We included graphical measures as stationary features, but other network representations such as whole-brain connectivity matrices are also alternatives. In addition, nine subjects were considered outliers, implying intersubject variability may still be an issue for robustness.
Finally, changes in functional connectivity might be a result of compensation and adaptation for structural damages in MS. We did include brain volume and lesion load to test whether structural damages show impacts, but the MCCA model was not significant (data are not shown). Combining structural MRI data and functional connectivity in a sophisticated way is beyond the scope of this article, but it will be implemented to further investigate the disease effects structurally and functionally.
| CONCLUSION
In this study, we performed a sliding window approach and a graph theoretical analysis on rsfMRI data to investigate dynamic functional connectivity and stationary network characteristics. MCCA was applied to explore the associations between dynamic, static network measures, and behavioral data which included demographics, clinical data, cognitive performances, and affective status in subjects with RRMS. MS subjects demonstrated higher FOCcs but decreased global connectivity strength, suggesting a compensatory effect or adaptation that certain connections became more flexible (i.e., fluctuate more across time) to maintain brain function during rest. Other decreased network measures in MS, however, indicated that the disease compromised both dynamic and static rsFC globally. Finally, with an MCCA approach that controlled for age effects, we discovered that better executive functioning was supported by higher education, stronger rsFC, and dynamic functional connectivity in MS; while disease severity was highly related to poor executive functioning and affective variables, reinforcing the strong binding of pathology and comorbidities as well as the fact that comorbidity indirectly modulated cognition. The brain-behavior relations revealed in this study may provide influential information for the development of customized cognitive treatment and rehabilitation in MS (e.g., rehabilitation in specific domains based on disease severity), but further research is necessary to better understand the disease effects as a whole such as combining structural, functional, and behavioral data. 
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